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The authors have proposed a 3-5 GHz ultra-wideband (UWB) low power and low noise amplifier (LNA) with the 

TSMC 0.18 μm RF CMOS process, which uses a novel dual input matching network for wideband matching. We have used 

a current-reuse gm-boosted common-gate topology and shunt-shunt feedback common-source output buffer to improve gain 

and noise figure with low power dissipation. The proposed dual input matching gm-boosted common-gate LNA has been 

efficient bandwidth to cover UWB band. It has required less inductors or amplification stages to increase bandwidth as 

compared with the conventional UWB common-gate LNAs. The broadband input stage has been able to be switched to three 

frequency bands with capacitive switches. The capacitive switch has replaced a large inductor to resonate at lower frequency 

band. The band-selective LNA has shown linearity improvement by attenuating the undesired interference of a wideband 

gain circuit and using less inductors. Simulated performance has shown the gains of 15.9, 17.6, and 16.9 dB, and the noise 

figures of 3.38, 3.28, and 3.27 dB at the 3.432, 3.960, and 4.488 GHz frequency bands, respectively. The proposed UWB 
LNA has consumed 5 mW from a 1.8-V power supply. 

Keywords: CMOS, UWB, Low noise amplifier, gm-boosted common-gate amplifier, Current-reuse technique, Dual input 
matching, Band-selective switching capacitor 

1 Introduction

 

In recent years, ultra-wideband (UWB) systems 

have emerged as a new wireless communication 

technology capable of high data transmission rates 

with low power. Since the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) released the UWB radios 

frequency spectral mask in 2002, the IEEE 802.15.6 

standard for short-range and low-power wireless 

communications has been defined by the IEEE 

LAN/MAN standards committee in 2012. It is 

targeted at applications such as wireless body area 

networks (WBAN) operated in the vicinity of a 

human body. For UWB low-noise amplifiers (LNA), 

we have to consider performance parameters such as 

sufficient flat gain, wideband input and output return 

loss, low noise figures, low power dissipation for 

mobility, good linearity, and small chip area for low 

cost. 

LNA can determine the frequency range of the 

entire receiver. There have been many approaches to 

wideband operation. The simplest way to receive a 

wide frequency band is a distributed amplifier 

providing sufficient input/output matching conditions 

and good linearity
1-3

. However, this has some 

problems, with high power consumption to operate 

multi-amplifying stages and occupies a significant 

chip area, resulting in high cost for integration. There 

are also wideband LNA design techniques using 

resistive feedback
4-8

. However, the feedback resistor 

tends to degrade the noise performance of the LNA. A 

wideband amplifier can also be designed with a 

passive LC filter providing wide input matching
9-11

, 

but this needs some inductors that require a large die 

area. The common-gate topology is an alternative way 

of providing wide input matching due to the constant 

wide input impedance (of 1/gm)
12,13

. Although the

noise factor of a common-gate LNA is slightly higher 

than common-source LNA, it remains almost constant 

regardless of the frequency operation and bandwidth. 

The gm-boosting technique can reduce the output 

noise floor of a common-gate LNA
14

. However, the 

gm-boosted common-gate amplifier is still insufficient 

to cover UWB band. To cover UWB band, the 

conventional common-gate amplifiers use additional 

inductors or amplification stages to enhance the 

wideband performance and gain flatness
15-17

. But the 

additional inductors degrade the linearity and noise 

figure, and need large die area. The supplementary 
————— 
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amplification stage also has a disadvantage of high 

power consumption. To improve the performance 

deficiencies of the conventional amplifier, we employ 

a dual input matching network using only its own 

amplification structure without additional devices. 

However, the broadband gain response requires high 

power consumption to cover broad frequency bands 

with sufficient gain and does not attenuate undesired 

interference. In this paper, we propose a band-

selective amplifier with switches to amplify a divided 

narrow frequency band with lower power dissipation 

and higher gain than a broad frequency band and 

attenuate interference
18-21

. To minimize the use of 

large size inductors, we use capacitive switches. The 

proposed LNA can be switched to three frequency 

bands, such as the 3.432, 3.960, and 4.488 GHz 

bands. A current-reuse structure is also implemented 

to save power consumption in a cascaded common-

gate and common-source stage
15

. To achieve higher 

gain without additional power consumption, we 

modified the output buffer to a common-source stage 

with a RC feedback topology
22

. 
 

2 Design of Proposed Band-Selective UWB LNA 

A schematic diagram of the proposed UWB LNA 

is shown in Fig. 1. The first stage is the wideband gm-

boosted common-gate amplifier for low power 

consumption
14

. It consists of capacitive switches for 

band selection
18-21

. The second stage is the resistive 

feedback common-source buffer providing sufficient 

gain and output matching
22

. In this section, the design 

concepts of the LNA are followed by a detailed 

description. 

 
2.1 gm-Boosted Common-Gate UWB LNA with Current-Reuse 

Technique 

The basic common-gate amplifier topology 

benefits include wideband input matching of 1/gm, 

although it provides poorer noise performance than a 

common-source amplifier at low operating 

frequencies
12,13

. The gm-boosting technique can 

improve the noise figure of the common-gate LNA 

and preserve its advantages of linearity, stability, and 

low power dissipation by applying the signal on both 

the gate and source simultaneously
14

. 

Conventionally, the gm-boosting technique is 

popular with the capacitor cross-coupling technique in 

a differential structure. The capacitor cross-coupling 

technique enables the gm-boosting effect with no DC 

power cost. However, the capacitor cross-coupling 

technique limits boosting gain to less than 1, because 

it is based on passive amplification
14

. The transformer 

of the input stage provides gm-boosting gain
23

. 

Because the passive device transformer consumes no 

power, it is suitable for low-power circuits. However, 

it is not appropriate for adoption in broadband circuits 

due to nonlinearities and low parasitic resistance. The 

auxiliary active amplifier of the inverting gain is the 

last method of the gm-boosting technique
24

, but it 

requires a high power dissipation budget. 

To save power dissipation, current-reuse technique 

has been proposed
15

. Conventionally, current-reuse 

technique stacks the cascaded common-source stages 

sharing the bias current. Because the current-reuse 

technique using a common-source amplifier has a 

narrow frequency band, the proposed circuit is based 

on cascaded common-gate and common-source  

(CG-CS) stages for wide input matching. The 

common-source stage is also biased separately, 

leading to higher power consumption. To improve 

power performance, the proposed LNA stacked the 

MOS common-source stage on the common-gate 

stage
16

. The stacked CG-CS stages share the same 

bias current. Then, the proposed circuit reduces the 

power dissipation associated with the gm-boosting 

method. Although the common-gate amplifier has 

broad input matching, it is ineffective to cover UWB 

band. Therefore, the conventional common-gate 

wideband amplifiers adopt band pass filter, peaking 

inductor, or cascade amplifier to reinforce the 

bandwidth of common-gate amplifier. However, the 

 
 

Fig. 1 — Circuit diagram of the proposed band-selective UWB 

LNA. 
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additional inductors and amplification stages degrade 

linearity and noise figure, and increase chip area and 

power dissipation. To improve the performance of the 

conventional common-gate circuit, we implement a 

dual input matching network using adopted current-

reused gm-boosting stage without additional elements. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the input stage of 

the proposed LNA. The input impedance 𝑍𝑖𝑛  can be 

expressed as: 

𝑍𝑖𝑛 = 𝑍𝑖𝑛1//𝑍𝑖𝑛2                                        … (1) 
 

𝑍𝑖𝑛1 is the input impedance of the LNA when the 

effect of the gm-boosting stage is ignored.𝑍𝑖𝑛2 is the 

impedance looking into the gm-boosting common-

source stage. Thus, we can have each resonant 

frequency 𝜔𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛1 of the common-gate stage and 𝜔𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛2 

of the gm-boosting stage. If the resonant frequencies 

𝜔𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛1 and 𝜔𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛2 are not too close, the LNA circuit 

has two input matching points
25

. The input reflection 

coefficients (S11) are notch functions at frequencies 

𝜔𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛1 and 𝜔𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛2, as shown in Fig. 3. The overlapped 

S11 of two input matching points can be considered as 

a broad input matching. Figure 3 shows the overall 

input reflection coefficient with combination of the 

lower frequency band (𝜔𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛1) and upper frequency 

band (𝜔𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛2) input matching. The common-gate stage 

is used for lower frequency band input matching. The 

upper frequency band input matching consists of 

common-source stage. Thus, the proposed LNA can 

be matched to a wide input frequency band. 
 

Figure 4 shows the equivalent small-signal model 

of the proposed gm-boosted common gate UWB LNA 

with a current-reuse technique excluding the output 

stage
16

. 𝑣𝑖𝑛  is the small signal input source, 𝑅𝑠 is the 

source resistance, 𝐶𝑔𝑠1 and 𝐶𝑔𝑠2 are the gate-to-source 

capacitances of 𝑀1 and 𝑀2, 𝑣𝑔𝑠1 and 𝑣𝑔𝑠2 are the 

gate-to-source small signal voltages of the respective 

MOS, respectively. 𝑔𝑚1 and 𝑔𝑚2 are the 

transconductances of 𝑀1 and 𝑀2, respectively. 𝑟𝑑𝑠1 

and 𝑟𝑑𝑠2 are the short channel resistances of 𝑀1 and 

𝑀2, respectively. To simplify the analysis, the large 

ac-coupling capacitors 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are replaced by short 

circuits. Similarly, the large bypass capacitor 𝐶5 is 

also replaced by a short circuit. The gm-boosting gain 

𝐴𝑔𝑚−𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  can be approximated by
16 

 

𝐴𝑔𝑚−𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝜔 ≈

−𝑔𝑚2 ∙  𝑟𝑑𝑠2//𝑗𝜔𝐿2                                      … (2) 
 

The overall gain A1 of the first stage of the 

proposed UWB LNA is given by 
 

𝐴1 𝜔 =
{1+(1+𝐴𝑔𝑚−𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )∙𝑔𝑚1𝑟𝑑𝑠1}∙𝑗𝑋𝑛

𝑅𝑠 ∙{1+ 1+𝐴𝑔𝑚−𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  ∙𝑔𝑚1𝑟𝑑𝑠1+𝑗𝐵1 ∙

(𝑟𝑑𝑠1+𝑗𝑋 )}+(𝑟𝑑𝑠1+𝑗𝑋𝑛 )                    

 … (3) 

 

The reactance 𝑋𝑛  has three different values by 

band selection switches. Figure 5 shows the 

equivalent circuit model in the on and off modes of 

the switched capacitors. 𝐶3,4are the switch capacitors, 

 
 

Fig. 2 — Schematic of input stage network for wideband input 

impedance matching with the common-gate and common-source 

stages. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 — Principle of wide band input matching characteristic 

combining the lower frequency band and upper frequency band input 

matching. 
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𝑅𝑜𝑛3,4are the on-resistances of the transistor switches, 

𝐶𝑝3,4are the parasitic capacitance of the transistor 

switches. The transistor switches 𝑀3,4 need to have 

low resistance and parasitic capacitance to optimize 

the characteristics of a circuit. Increasing the the 

transistor switch size reduces the resistance, resulting 

in also increasing the parasitic capacitance. Therefore, 

the widths of the transistor switches 𝑀3,4 are 

determined to 25m by considering the trade-off 

relation between resistance and capacitance. The 

capacitor sizes of 𝐶3,4are determined by target 

resonance frequencies of the LNA. 
 

𝑋𝑛−𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝜔) = 𝜔𝐿3//
1

𝜔 {(𝐶3//𝐶𝑝3)+(𝐶4//𝐶𝑝4)}
  … (4) 

 

𝑋𝑛−𝑜𝑛𝐶3
(𝜔) = 𝜔𝐿3//

1

𝜔{(𝐶3+𝐶𝑝3)+(𝐶4//𝐶𝑝4)}
  … (5) 

 

𝑋𝑛−𝑜𝑛𝐶3,4
(𝜔) = 𝜔𝐿3//

1

𝜔{(𝐶3+𝐶𝑝3)+(𝐶4+𝐶𝑝4)}   
       … (6) 

 

In Fig. 4, 𝑣𝑛𝑠  is the noise generator for the source 

resistance 𝑅𝑠, 𝑖𝑛𝑑1 and 𝑖𝑛𝑑2 are the drain current noise 

sources, and 𝑖𝑛𝑔1 and 𝑖𝑛𝑔2 are the corresponding gate 

current noise sources. The noise factor of the first 

stage of the proposed UWB LNA is given by: 
 

𝐹 =
𝛾𝑔𝑑01

𝑅𝑠
[

𝑟𝑑𝑠1
2

{1 + (1 + 𝐴𝑔𝑚−𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) ∙ 𝑔𝑚1𝑟𝑑𝑠1}2
] × 

                           {1 + 𝑅𝑆
2 ∙ (𝐵1 + 𝐵𝑐1)2}  … (7) 

 

   +
𝛿𝐵1

2𝑅𝑆
5𝑔𝑑01

+
𝛾𝑔𝑑02

𝑅𝑠
𝛽2 +

𝛿𝐵2
2𝑅𝑠

5𝑔𝑑02

+ 2𝛽𝐵2 
𝛿𝛾

5
 

 

𝐵1(𝜔) = {1 + 𝐴𝑔𝑚−𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 (𝜔)} ∙ 𝜔𝐶𝑔𝑠1 … (8) 
 

𝐵2(𝜔) = 𝜔𝐶𝑔𝑠2 … (9) 

 

𝐵𝑐1(𝜔) =
𝐵1(𝜔)

(1+𝐴𝑔𝑚−𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )
{

1+(1+𝐴𝑔𝑚−𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )∙𝑔𝑚1𝑟𝑑𝑠1

𝑟𝑑𝑠1𝑔𝑑01
|𝑐| 

𝛿

5𝛾
}  

 … (10) 
 

𝛽(𝜔) =

1

𝑔𝑚2

 
[{1+(1+𝐴𝑔𝑚−𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )∙𝑔𝑚1𝑟𝑑𝑠1}∙𝑅𝑠+𝑟𝑑𝑠1−𝐵1𝑅𝑆𝑋𝑛 ]2+

(𝑋𝑛+𝐵1𝑅𝑠𝑟𝑑𝑠1)2

𝑟𝑑𝑠1
2 +𝑋𝑛

2    

 … (11) 
 

where𝑐 is the correlation coefficient, 𝑔𝑑01 is the zero 

bias channel conductance, and 𝛾 and δ are the bias 

dependent constants. Whereas the drain current noise 

of 𝑀1 can be reduced by the gm-boosting gain, the  

gm-boosting gain deteriorates the input referred noise 

of 𝑀2. Therefore, the gm-boosting gain must be set 

carefully to obtain minimum noise. 
 
2.2 Band Selection by Switching Capacitor 

The proposed circuit has a wide tuning range with 

switched capacitors
18-21

. The broadband response 

circuit does not attenuate undesired interference and 

spurious noise. The proposed LNA circuit is band-

 
 

Fig. 4 — Small-signal equivalent model of the proposed band-selective UWB LNA with relevant noise sources. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 — Modeling of the switch in on and off modes. 
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selectable to attenuate the broadband noise issue at 

the tuned operating frequency range. The gm-boosted 

common-gate stage performs broadband input 

matching and amplification. By changing the value of 

the passive element employing the transistor switched 

capacitor, the common-source gm-boosting stage 

provides wide range frequency tuning while power 

dissipation remains low. The two switched capacitors 

provide band selection by the LC resonance tank. The 

proposed switched LC tank covers the entire 

frequency range of 3-5 GHz. 

Transistors 𝑀3 and 𝑀4 are the switches that change 

the resonance frequency of the gm-boosting stage. The 

selection of frequency bands can be implemented by a 

switched inductor or capacitor
26

. Inductive switching 

needs a large chip area. To reduce die area, we 

substitute the parallel LC network using capacitive 

switch for large size inductor to resonate at lower 

frequency band. In capacitive switching, the additional 

capacitor can select a lower frequency band, by turning 

on a corresponding transistor switch. The LC network 

can be modeled as an inductor and a resistor
27

. For the 

frequency range under the resonant frequency of LC 

circuit, its impedance can be derived as 
 

𝑍 = 𝑗𝜔𝐿 + 𝑅 … (12) 
 

𝐿 ≈
𝐿3

1−𝜔2𝐿3𝐶𝑡
=

𝐿3

1−(𝜔/𝜔01 )2            … (13) 

 

𝑅 ≈
𝑅𝑝

(1−𝜔2𝐿3𝐶𝑡)2 =
𝑅𝑝

(1−(𝜔/𝜔)2)2 … (14) 

 

𝐶𝑡1 ,𝑜𝑓𝑓 = (𝐶3//𝐶𝑝3) + (𝐶4//𝐶𝑝4) … (15) 
 

𝐶𝑡1 ,𝑜𝑛𝐶3
= (𝐶3 + 𝐶𝑝3) + (𝐶4//𝐶𝑝4)         … (16) 

 

𝐶𝑡1 ,𝑜𝑛𝐶3,4
= (𝐶3 + 𝐶𝑝3) + (𝐶4 + 𝐶𝑝4) … (17) 

 

where 𝑅𝑝  is the parasitic resistance, 𝐶𝑡1
 is the total 

capacitance of the switched capacitor at different 

switching modes. Large gap frequency band 

switching needs a large capacitance value. The large 

integrated capacitors lose high RF signals because of 

large parasitic capacitance to the substrate and this 

degrades the overall quality factor of the LC 

resonance. However, the distances of the interest 

frequency bands of the proposed LNA are small, 

resulting in low capacitive switching degradation. 
 

2.3 RC-Feedback Output Buffer 

The output stage using a source follower structure 

can achieve wide band matching with 50 Ω impedance, 

but it cannot increase the LNA gain. Therefore,  

RC-feedback common-source stage
22

 is used to achieve 

higher gain, as shown in Fig. 6. The common-source 

buffer with a shunt-shunt feedback can enhance the 

gain, noise, and bandwidth performances. The output 

terminal resonance frequency can be determined by 

choosing the inductance 𝐿4 and capacitance 𝐶8 at 

output terminal properly, as follows: 
 

𝑓 =
1

2𝜋
 

1

𝐿4𝐶𝑡2

 … (18) 

 

The 𝑅1 and 𝐶7 compose the shunt-shunt RC-feedback 

topology, so that the circuit achieves a flat and wide 

bandwidth. The 𝐿4 and 𝐶𝑡2
 compensate the output 

resonance frequency. The 𝐶𝑡2
 is the total capacitance 

including the 𝐶8 and parasitic capacitance. The 𝐶6 

matches the first and second stages connection. 

Figure 7 represents the equivalent small-signal 

model of the common-source feedback buffer
8
. 𝑔𝑚5 is 

the trans conductance of 𝑀5, and 𝐶𝑔𝑠5 is the gate-to-

source capacitances of 𝑀5. The dc blocking capacitors 

𝐶6, 𝐶7, and 𝐶8 are replaced by short circuits. Using 

the small-signal model the gain of the common-source 

buffer can be simplified as
8
:  

 
 

Fig. 6 — Output buffer with the RC-feedback topology to improve 

gain. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 — Small-signal equivalent model of the RC-feedback 

output buffer matching. 
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𝐴𝐶𝑆 = −(𝑔𝑚5 −
1

𝑅1
) ∙ (𝑗𝜔𝐿4//𝑅1) … (19) 

 

The feedback reduces the output impedance of the 

common-source amplifier and achieves wide band 

output matching. The output impedance of the 

feedback common-source buffer is given by  
 

𝑍𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑗𝜔 𝐿4//𝑅1

1+𝑔𝑚5 ∙(𝑗𝜔 𝐿4//𝑅1)∙
1

𝑅1

 … (20) 

 

The noise figure of the common-source buffer is 

calculated by: 
 

𝑁𝐹 ≈ 1 +
𝛾

𝑅𝑆1 ∙𝑔𝑚5
+

1

𝑅𝑠1 ∙𝑗𝜔 𝐿4 ∙𝑔𝑚 5
2   … (21) 

+
4𝑅𝑠1

𝑅1
 

−1

1 +
𝑅1+𝑅𝑠1

 1+𝑔𝑚 5𝑅𝑠1 ∙𝑗𝜔 𝐿4

 

2

 

 

The feedback resistance can reduce the noise figure 

as shown in Eq. (21). The common-source output 

stage using the RC-feedback topology improves the 

gain and noise figure. 
 

3 Simulation Results of the Proposed UWB LNA 

The proposed band-selective LNA operates at the 

3.432, 3.960, and 4.488 GHz frequency bands to 

cover the 3-5 GHz UWB band. The proposed LNA 

was implemented with a TSMC 0.18 μm RF CMOS 

process using a 1.8-V supply voltage. The proposed 

circuit uses the current reuse gm-boosting technique 

with a switched capacitor and RC feedback output 

buffer to increase the gain and reduce the power 

consumption. The S-parameters, noise figure, and 

IIP3 simulation were performed at a schematic-level 

using a Cadence RF Spectre. 
 

3.1 Gain 

Figure 8 shows the simulated gain of the proposed 

band-selective amplifier for three different gain modes 

across the three extreme corners, best case, typical case, 

and worst case as a function of frequency. The center 

frequency and bandwidth of each extreme corner case 

vary due to process, voltage, and temperature variation. 

The gm-boosting common-source stage (𝑀2) increases 

the LNA gain without additional power consumption by 

the current-reuse technique. The current-reuse technique 

modifies a cascade structure to a cascode structure, 

sharing bias current of common- gate and common-

source amplifiers. The feedback common-source output 

stage (𝑀5), also increases the gain of the proposed LNA 

circuit. In each gain mode, gains of 15.9, 17.6, and 16.9 

dB were achieved at 3.432, 3.960, and 4.488 GHz, 

respectively, with 5 mW power dissipation. The two 

capacitive switching transistors controlling gain are 

turned on and off according to the three gain modes. 

 
 

Fig. 8 —  Simulated power gain characteristics across the three extreme corners, best case, typical case, and worst case for three different 

gain modes versus frequency. 
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3.2 Noise Figures 

Figure 9 shows the noise figures simulated at the 

three different gain modes. Because the gm-boosting 

method reduces the noise factor and increases the 

transconductance, the proposed band-selective LNA has 

a low noise figure with low power consumption. The 

minimum noise figures are 3.38, 3.28, and 3.27 dB at 

3.432, 3.960, and 4.488 GHz, respectively. 
 
3.3 Input/output Return Loss 

The proposed LNA achieves wide input impedance 

matching with two resonance frequencies of common-

gate and common-source stages. Figure 10 shows the 

input and output return loss over 3-5 GHz. Although the 

input matching of upper frequency band is affected by 

switched LC resonance, the input return loss (S11) values 

are below -10 dB. The output return loss (S22) values of 

LNA satisfy the output matching condition due to  

RC-feedback output buffer. Even though S22 is over -10 

dB at lower frequency part of 3.432 GHz frequency 

band mode, overall S22 is below -10 dB. These results 

indicate the effectiveness of wideband matching. 
 

3.4 Linearity and Stability 

The input third-order-intercept points (IIP3) were 

simulated using a two-tone test with a 10 MHz spacing 

at 3.432, 3.960, and 4.488 GHz. As shown in Fig. 11, 

the IIP3 was estimated as -7.1 dBm at 3.432 GHz, -

9.3 dBm at 3.960 GHz, and -8.1 dBm at 4.488 GHz. 

The input power was swept from -40 to 0 dBm. 

Figure 12 shows the K-factor of the proposed LNA. 

The UWB LNA satisfies the unconditionally stable 

conditions over each frequency bands of interest
28

. 

 
 

Fig. 9 — Simulated noise figure characteristics versus frequency for 

the 3.432 GHz, 3.960 GHz, and 4.488 GHz bands. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10 — Simulated frequency responses of input return loss (S11), 

and output return loss (S22) as a function of frequency. 

 
 

Fig. 11 — Simulated results of IIP3 characteristics at 3.432 GHz, 

3.960 GHz, and 4.488 GHz with the two tone test using 10 MHz 

spacing. 
 

 
 

Fig. 12 — K-factor of the proposed UWB LNA versus frequency. 
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𝐾 =
1−|𝑆11 |2−|𝑆22 |2+|∆|2

2|𝑆12𝑆21 |
> 1) … (22) 

 

|∆| = |𝑆11𝑆22 − 𝑆12𝑆21| < 1 … (23) 
 

There are trade-offs among gain, power dissipation, 

and linearity. The proposed LNA can be optimized to 

high gain and low power consumption. Table 1 lists 

the sizes and values of devices and Table 2 lists the 

performances of the proposed band-selective UWB 

LNA. It is compared with other previously reported 

LNAs. This work provides some advantages such as 

sufficient gain and lower power consumption. 

 

4 Conclusions 
This paper proposed a band-selective LNA 

operating at the 3.432, 3.960, and 4.488 GHz frequency 
bands to cover the 3-5 GHz UWB band. The proposed 
LNA is implemented with the TSMC 0.18 μm RF 
CMOS process using a 1.8-V supply voltage. The 

active MOS gm-boosting technique was used to 
improve gain and noise figure with wide input 
matching and low power dissipation. The current-reuse 
technique, which generates common-gate and 
common-source amplifiers using the same bias current, 
can as well reduce power consumption. We proposed 
the novel dual input matching network without using 
additional devices such as inductor and active stage. 
Therefore, the LNA reduces die area and improves 
linearity and noise performances. The RC-feedback 
common-source buffer was also used to achieve a 
sufficient gain for output matching. The LNA showed 
simulated gains of 15.9, 17.6, and 16.9 dB, and noise 
figures of 3.38, 3.28, and 3.27 dB at 3.432, 3.960, and 
4.488 GHz frequency bands, respectively. A switched 
capacitor was implemented for band selection without 
an additional inductor, which requires a large chip size.  

It attenuated undesired interference and unnecessary 

noise sources. Because the proposed LNA achieves wide 

Table 1 — Device sizes and values of the proposed UWB LNA 

Transistor M2 M2 M3 M4 M5    

Size (μm) 75 150 25 25 35    

Capacitor C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 

Value (pF) 5.0 1.0 0.2 0.25 2.0 2.0 0.01 0.22 

Inductor L1 L2 L3 L4     

Value (nH) 7.54 2.98 3.37 4.28     

Resistor R1        

Value (Ω) 10        
 

Table 2 — Performances of the proposed UWB LNA, compared with other LNAs 

 Process BW (GHz) Gainmax (dB) NFmin (dB) IIP3 (dBm) Power (mW) 

[2]+ 0.18 μm 3.1-10.6 17.5 3.1 N/A 33.2 

[3]+ 0.18 μm 2-10.6 14.8 4.3 -6 24 

[5]* 0.18 μm 2-4.6 9.8 2.3 -7 12.6 

[6]+ 0.18 μm 3-7 15.3 1.4 N/A 15 

[7]+ 0.18 μm 3-5 17.2 2.5 -9.7 15.7 

[9]* 0.25 μm 3.2-4.8 7.5 2.7 4 20 

[10]* 0.13 μm 2-4.6 9.5 3.5 -0.8 16.5 

[11]* 0.18 μm 3-4.8 13.9 4.7 0.12 14.6 

[13]+ 0.18 μm 3.1-4.8 17 3.9 N/A 21 

[19]* 0.13 μm 3.432 10.5 4.4 -10.3 3.6# 

  3.960 11.7 4.6 -10.1 3.6# 

  4.488 10.9 4.8 -11 3.6# 

[20]* 0.18 μm 3.432 15.4 2.7 -9.4 11.9 

  3.960 15.3 2.7 -9 11.9 

  4.488 16 2.7 -8.8 11.9 

[22]+ 0.18 μm 3.1-10.6 11.7 2.9 -10.4 10 

Present work+ 0.18 μm 3.432 15.9 3.4 -7.1 5 

  3.960 17.6 3.3 -9.3 5 

  4.488 16.9 3.3 -8.1 5 

+Simulation results 

* Measurement results 
# only core LNA 
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input impedance matching with two resonance 

frequencies, the frequency interested can be changed 

easily as capacitance variation of switched capacitor. We 

optimized the LNA with high gain and low power 

consumption. Therefore, the UWB LNA consumed only 

5 mW at 1.8 V. The simulated results of the  

band-selective UWB LNA outperform the conventional 

LNA systems in terms of high gain and low power 

consumption with wide tuning range. 
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